Living to Work
– vs –
Working to Live
How Work to Live support a
Joyfully Lead & Shine Attitude

When you live-to-work, we:
•

Prioritise our work over our personal life

•

Focus on the results our company wants, compromising on everything else

•

Limit our focus to what we already know and understand, rather than
reach out to explore new possibilities

•

Limit our action to be based on short term outcomes rather than long term
growth

•

Are busy busy not achieving anything what feels worth while – believe
success is only possible when we exhaust ourselves and our employees

•

Allow work to becomes our number one (No. 1) priority in life – limiting time
and energy for health, relationships and pleasure.

When you work to live, we:
•

Lead wiser, live more and play harder

•

Our work nurtures and energises us, making us feel more alive and
engaged in the world

•

Money and wealth is a result of doing what we love – not the reason why
we do what we do

•

Love our work, so we feel more relaxed and are more open to change and
new possibilities/ opportunities

•

Enjoying our lives and our work is a priority for us

When you work to live, we:
•

Know what we love, what energizes us, what interest us and we choose
work in alignment with this

•

Have a home we love to spend time in and we make time to be there too

•

Ensure our work gives us a sense of fulfilment, and thus more confidence

•

Feel better about the work we do, thus we find it easier to reach out,
connect and build relationships, whether they are for work or in our
personal lives

•

Are clearer on who we are and the value we give, which allows us to get
clearer on priorities and get more done in less time!

You have the
Freedom to
Choose

